Algorithms for dense disparity map reconstruction are often a basic building block of more complicated systems for automatic 3D scene analysis, event detection, or object recognition. We present a combination of structured light and fast variational space -time stereo First, we extend the 2D state-ofthe-art variational framework to the 3D framework, which allows to consider the problem not only in space, but also in time. In combination with synchronized active illumination we make the solver independent from the scene texture.
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The main disadvantage of the variational solvers is that they tend to become slow, especially as the number of equations is increased by adding information from different points in time. In our work we show that speed improving techniques like full multigrids (FMG) and multilevel adaptation technique (MLAT), can still be applied. This novel combination of algorithms runs in near sub-real-time and significantly improves the reconstruction accuracy.
In most stereo matching algorithms, the inherent ambiguity of image values in homogeneous image regions leads to a loss of accuracy in computation of dense dispatity maps. We argue that projected vertical color strip patterns are very good suited to be used in combination with the variational method.
The  Use MLAT approach for calculating the adapted grid once per currently processed space-time block
